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I- Introduction

MagSuite is a collection of application softwares to help the data treatment dedicated to molecular magnetism
characterization.  MagSuite has  been  programmed  with  the  care  to  be  adaptive  with  various  possible
customizations and to save the treatment of the data to share and reproduce the results.

- MagViewer to sort and treat magnetic data.

- MagExplorer to quickly visualize treated plots.

- MagFitter to perform single curve fitting.

- MagFitterCC to extract the relaxation time from AC magnetic measurements.

- MagFitterTau to extract the relaxation processes (Raman, QTM, Direct and Orbach).

- MagCalculator to calculate molar weight or specific formulae.

Because MagSuite is dedicated to molecular magnetism, all units are based on the CGS units as defined in
the IX- CGS and SI units chapter.

Notes: - You can download MagSuite for free from Zenodo : https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4030310
- You can find documentations on https://m3.crpp.cnrs.fr/magsuite/
- MagSuite is distributed with the hope that it will be useful to scientists, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY
- MagSuite has been developed with NI LabView and need LabVIEW 2014 Runtime Engine
- When you use MagSuite for your scientific work, please add the following reference in your article: 

“MagSuite”, M. Rouzières, Zenodo (2020); https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4030310
- You can contact the main author mathieu.rouzieres  @crpp.cnrs.fr   for issue and improvement

II- Installation

II.A- MagSuite_ForPC : Installation instructions   

This installation should work on Windows XP, 7, 8 and 10 (Remove previous versions if no needed).
- Unzip archive if needed.
- Execute the automatic "setup.exe" installer.

Note that the LabVIEW 2014 SP1 Runtime Engine is needed. The installer will install it first, if needed.
- Follow the instructions of the installer (it is recommended to keep the default settings).
- To launch the application use the corresponding shortcuts of the Windows program menu.

To run properly, the config files ("*.cfg") are needed in a folder located in "c:\MagSuite\_ConfigFile" and the 
"useLocaleDecimalPt=False" option has to be set in the "*.ini" files located in "c:\Programfilex86\MagSuite".

II.B- MagSuite_ForMAC : Installation instructions   

This installation should work only with a 32 bit Mac system (Remove previous versions if no needed).
- Download and Install the LabVIEW2014SP1RuntimeEngine.dmg for Mac from NI.com
- Unzip the archive.
- To launch the application, execute the corresponding "*.app" file.

To run properly, the config files ("*.cfg") are needed in a subfolder "_ConfigFile" and the  
"useLocaleDecimalPt=False" option has to be set in the "*.preferences" files.
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III- MagViewer

III.A- Principle of the application  

MagViewer aims to facilitate sort and treatment of magnetic data.  MagViewer is generating normalized files
from raw data from different instruments.
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1- Raw data file that can be imported with format configurations, will be transformed in a normalized table. The
normalized columns are:

Name Units

t0 time / s

t temperature / K

h DC magnetic field amplitude / Oe

m DC magnetic moment / emu

m1 AC magnetic moment in phase / emu

m2 AC magnetic moment out of phase / emu

h1 AC magnetic amplitude / Oe

f1 AC magnetic field frequency / Hz

2- From this normalized table, the series of data can be sorted (typically for static studies field and temperature
dependencies,  and for dynamic studies frequency and temperature dependencies).

3-  For  each series,  data  can be treated (correction  from formula  configurations,  normalization  from  type
normalization presets, and 1st derivative calculation).

4- Series can be previewed in a plot.

5- Series can be exported in standard ASCII file from export configurations.

TIPS: You can use MagViewer for all kind of data (i.e. non magnetic). 
For example, you can use it for QD PPMS resistivity data file. In that case:

- You should define your own normalized table (For example, m = resistivity).
! The normalized table below is no more true ! 

- You should select the “---” neutral type normalization.
! The type normalization presets are no more adapted !

- You can take the advantage of the others features of  MagViewer  (the assisted import and sort,
and the customizable correction and export).

III.B- Getting started  

III.B.1- Main window  

In the menu bar, at the top of the window, you can find:

- The “Import datafile” button to open the import window (see III.B.2 - Import window).

-  “Load / Save project” buttons to save current information of the raw data file, the format configuration
and the list of series.
The project will be saved automatically in the same folder as the raw data file with an extension “.prj”.
It is important to keep the raw data file and the project file in the same folder.

- The “Configuration” button to open the configuration window (see III.B.3 - Configuration window).

- “X” button to close the application.

In the main part of the window, you can find from top left to bottom right:
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- The normalized table and some controls to add series

The data of this table are set from the import window (see the III.B.2 - Import window chapter). 
The columns are defined in the III.A - Principle of the application chapter.

To add series:
- select the corresponding lines in the table (use “Shift” or “Ctrl” key if needed).
- set the series parameters:

A series is defined with 3 variables as: Y = f(X) @ Z. Select the column for X, Y and Z. 
For example, you can set Y = m = f( X = h ) @ Z = t.

“DeltaZ” is the maximum deviation of Z for a series (before creating a new series).
For example, you can select all the lines for m = f(h) @ t = 2 K, t = 3 K, t = 5 K and t = 8 K with
DeltaZ = 0.5, to add 4 series with Z = t = 2, 3, 5 and 8 K

The “Sort by X, Z” option sort first the selected lines by X values then Z values. 
Typically  this  option  is  used  for  temperature  dependencies  AC  measurements  @  several
frequencies (that have been recorded for several frequencies at each step of temperature). 

-  click on “Add series” button

“Values format” is adjusting the format of the values (the syntax is similar to the legend configurations, as
described in the III.B.3 - Configuration window chapter).
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- The list of series

You can select several series from the list for plotting and exporting (use “Shift” or “Ctrl” key if needed).
“Up”, “Down”, “Clear”, and “Del” buttons allow the rearrangement of the list.
“Select lines from series” updates the selected lines in the  normalized table from the selected
series.
“Load” and  “Save” buttons save the list of the series. The  list will be saved automatically in the
same folder as the raw data file with an extension “.ser”.

 TIPS:  To merge data from several series, you can select the corresponding series from the list,  click on
“Select lines from series” to select all the corresponding data, and click on “Add series” to create the
right series. Then used “Del” button to delete the old series.

- The data treatment section (Details of the treatment is described in the III.C - Data treatment chapter)

You can set the formula configuration.
You can modify the formula and the parameters.
The “Save config.” button loads the current formula and parameters in the configuration window to
save it as a new formula configuration.
The “Load from file” button loads the formula from a file (with the default export configuration).
When  the  “Keep  parameters”  option  is  active,  the  parameter  values  will  not  be  affected  by  a
modification or a load of the formula configuration.
When the “Auto update plot” option is active, the plot will be automatically updated after a parameter
modification. This option has to be used wit care.

You can choose the type normalization preset.
You can enable/disable the 1st derivative differential.
You can choose the legend configuration.
When the “X=H(Tesla) for MµB” option is active, the DC magnetic field value (Oe) of h is automatically
converted in Tesla for “MµB(H)” and “MµB(HT-1)” type normalization presets.

The “Plot series” button calculates for the selected series the corrected and normalized data and plot
the result. The “X” button aborts the process.

- The plot section

You can plot a reference for comparison (treated file with the default export configuration). 
- Activate the “Plot reference” option.
- Set the file with the “...” browse button and select the X and Y values.

You can display/hide the legend with the “Plot legend” option.

- The export section

The “Print plot” button copy the image of the plot. You can paste it directly in a “.doc” file for example. 

The “Export series” button will save the data of the current plot in a “.txt” file with the selected export
configuration. It is recommended to use the “Default” export configuration for compatibility with the other
applications (MagExplorer, MagFitter, MagFitterCC..).

The  “Default”  configuration  sets  a  6  lines  header  (with  useful  information  as  version,  type  and
formula),  and independent  “X,Y” columns without  any interpolation,  to save as much as possible
information from measurements.
Other configurations can be used for special needs:
“Phi single plot” and “Phi multi plot” configurations are set for the use of  Phi [3]. In that case, you
have to convert magnetic field values in tesla in accordance with the convention of Phi (i.e. activate
the “X=H(Tesla) for MµB” option).
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You can set manually the path and the filename of the exported file.
By default, they are automatically set with the path and the name of the raw file, with an extension
based on the series definition and the type normalization.

Files can’t be overwritten.

III.B.2- Import window  

- Set the raw data file with the “...” browse button.
The left table will display the raw data file. 
The right table will display the normalized table with the current format parameters.

- Set the format configuration. 
You can modify manually the parameters.
You can upload the current format parameters in the configuration window with the “Save config.” button.

- You can edit a value of the table.
Click on a cell, type the new value and validate with Enter key.

- Click on “Import for sorting” button, to load the normalized table in the main window.
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III.B.3- Configuration window  

- The default file path can be set. It is recommended to reboot the application after modification.
When a raw file is loaded the application use this path by default.
This information is saved in “_ConfigFile/Param.cfg”.

-  With  the  four  tables,  you  can  manage  different  configurations  for  “Format”,  “Formula”,  “Legend”  and
“Export”. This allows a full customization to special needs.

Double click on a line of a table, to load the corresponding values in the form.
The corresponding information is saved in “Format.cfg”, “Formula.cfg”, “Legend.cfg” and “Export.cfg” of
the directory “_ConfigFile”.
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III.C- Data treatment  

III.C.1- Main schematic  

III.C.2- Type normalization  

The type normalization preset aims to switch between display different common normalizations (susceptibility,
Bohr magneton normalized magnetization, etc...) with a unique correction formula based on magnetization
values only. It affects the data treatment before and after the correction formula:

- From the “X;Y” variables defined from the series, the  type normalization calculates “x0;y0” which are
injected into the correction formula.

- From the “x;y” variables (outputs of the correction formula), the type normalization calculates “x1;y1”.

Type normalization presets can't be modified.

Type normalization x0 = y0 = x1 = y1 =

--- x1 y1 x y

M x1 m x y

MµB(H) x1 m x y / (µB NA) 

MµB(HT-1) x1 m x / t y / (µB NA)

Khi x1 m x y / h 

Khi -1 x1 m x h / y

KhiT x1 m x y * t / h 

Khi’ x1 m1 x y / h1 

Khi’’ x1 m2 x y / h1 

μ B N A≈5584.94 erg .G−1 .mol−1
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III.C.3- Correction formula  

Thanks to the formula entry you can perform custom calculations. 
Thanks to the formula configurations you can manage your custom library of formula.
You can do “x;y” calculations from the “x0;y0” and from all the variables of the normalized table (t0, t, h, m, m1,
m2, h1 and f1 (as described in the III.A - Principle of the application chapter).

For example, you can check the stability in temperature for a series (independently to the definition of
“X;Y”), by setting “x=t0;y=t” with a type normalization “---”.

The formula syntax is based on the LabView formula node syntax[1].

III.C.4- Differential 1  st   derivative  

The Differential preset aims to calculate the first derivative (from “x1;y1” to “x2;y2”).

Differential presets can't be modified.

Differential x2 = y2 = 

--- x 1 y1

1st derivative x1i+1+ x1i

2

y 1i+1− y 1i

x 1i+1−x 1i

III.D- F  ormula reference  

mol-1 Corr DiaMol+TIP+PP+PE+Oil

M mol=(M Measured −M Dia−M TIP−M PP−M PE−M Oil )(
MolarMass

Mass
)

with: M Dia=−0,5×10−6.MolarMass . H .( Mass×10−3

MolarMass
)

M TIP=kTIP .10−6. MolarMass . H .( Mass×10−3

MolarMass
)

M PP=(−8.25×10−7+(3.46×10−7

T +5.10
)) . MassPP×10−3 . H

M PE=(−7.99×10−7+( 6.08×10−7

T +9.22
)) .MassPE×10−3 . H

M Oil=(−7.88×10−7+( 6.71×10−7

T +1.10
)). MassOil×10−3. H

M mol
/ cm3 Oe mol-1

M Measured
/ emu

p1=MolarMass / g.mol-1

p 2=Mass / mg

p3=k TIP / 10-6 cm3 g-1  χTIP=kTIP . MolarMass .10−6
/ cm3 mol-1
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p 4=MassPP
/ mg

p 5=MassPE
/ mg

p6=MassOil
/ mg

mol-1 Corr DiaMol+TIP+PP+Al

M mol=(M Measured −M Dia−M TIP−M PP−M Al)(
MolarMass

Mass
)

with: M Dia=−0,5×10−6.MolarMass . H .( Mass×10−3

MolarMass
)

M TIP=kTIP .10−6. MolarMass . H .( Mass×10−3

MolarMass
)

M PP=(−8.25×10−7+(3.46×10−7

T +5.10
)) . MassPP×10−3 . H

M Al=(8.40×10−7+(−5.14×10−10 T )+( 4.37×10−7

T +0.766
)) .MassAl×10−3 .H

M mol
/ cm3 Oe mol-1

M Measured
/ emu

p1=MolarMass / g.mol-1

p 2=Mass / mg

p3=k TIP / 10-6 cm3 g-1  χTIP=kTIP . MolarMass .10−6
/ cm3 mol-1

p 4=MassPP
/ mg

p 5=MassAl
/ mg

mol-1

M mol=(M Measured )(
MolarMass

Mass×10−3
)

with: M mol
/ cm3 Oe mol-1

M Measured
/ emu

p1=MolarMass / g.mol-1

p 2=Mass / mg

g-1

M mass=
M Measured

Mass×10−3

with: M mass
/ cm3 Oe g-1

M Measured
/ emu

p1=Mass / mg
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t=f(t0)

Temperature= f (Time) with:  / K

/ s

h=f(t0)

Field = f (Time) with:  / Oe

/ s

m=f(t0)

M Measured = f (Time) with:  / emu

/ s

RESISTIVITY – Res. (Ohm.cm)

ρ=(2π×0.16)(
p1

0.16

2 ln( sinh ( p1
0.16

)

sinh( p1
2×0.16

)))(0.686813)(0.912765). RMeasured

with: ρ / Ohm.cm

RMeasured
/ Ohm

p1=Thickness / cm

RESISTIVITY – Cond. (Siemens/cm)

σ= 1

(2π×0.16)(
p1

0.16

2 ln( sinh( p 1
0.16

)

sinh( p 1
2×0.16

)))(0.686813)(0.912765) . RMeasured

with: σ / Siemens.cm-1

RMeasured
/ Ohm

p1=Thickness / cm
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IV- Mag Explorer

IV.A- Principle of the application  

MagExplorer aims to easily explore and display the treated data. It can be useful for data comparison.

IV.B- Getting started  

In the menu bar, at the top of the window, you can find:
- The “...” button to open a folder.
- The “X” button to close the application.

In the main part of the window, you can find from top left to bottom right:

- The “Explorer” section

The table on the left lists all files (“*.txt”) of the folder. You can select one or several files (use “Shift” or “Ctrl”
key if needed).
The text box below displays the header of the selected file.
The table on the right lists all the series of the selected files. You can select one or several series.

When the “Preview” checkbox is activated, all  selected series from the table will  be plotted. When it's
deactivated, only selected series from “Data to plot” section are plotted.

The “Add series” button adds selected series in the table of the “Data to plot” section.
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The “Single X column” option  has to be activate when there is no independent  X columns for each  Y
columns. In that case you can select the X column to use with the list box.

- The “  Data to plot” section  

From the table you can select the series to plot.
The “Down”, “Up”, “Clear”, and “Delete” buttons allow the rearrangement of the list.

TIPS: You can plot series from different files and from different folder.

- The plot section

You can adjust the display with 3 list boxes (symbol, line, size).

- The export section

The “Print plot” button copy the image of the plot. You can paste it directly in a “.doc” file for example. 

The “Export series” button will save the data of the current plot in a “.txt” file with the selected  export
configuration.

It is recommended to use the “Default” export configuration for compatibility with the other applications
(see the export section of the III.B.1- Main window chapter for more details).
You can set manually the path and the filename of the exported file. 
Files can’t be overwritten.
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V- MagCalculator

MagCalculator is a calculator with specific features useful when you treat magnetic data.
The top part is dedicated to molar weight calculations, and the lower part to formula calculations.

V.A- Getting started  

In the menu bar, at the top of the window, you can find:
- The “X” button to close the application.
- The “Configuration” button to manage the formula configurations.

In the “M  W   calculat  or  ” section:  

You can copy-paste in the input text box the text of the chemical formula you want to calculate.
- For element specifiers only the first letter has to be a capital character.
- Number of elements has to be set after the element specifier.

When you click on “=” button, the formula taken into account is indicated (that should be the same as the
input formula if everything is fine).

In the “Calculator” section:

You can select an existing formula configuration (formula and parameters) with the list.
You can manually modify the formula (“Y=” text box) and the parameters (“Par.:” text box).
The formula syntax is based on the LabView formula node syntax[1].

V.B- Configuration  

The configuration window lists all the calculator formulae in a table.
You can add / delete calculator formulae and rearrange them with the “Up” and “Down” buttons.
Double click on a line of a table, to load the corresponding values in the form.

The corresponding information is saved in “Calcul.cfg” of the directory “_ConfigFile”.

The  corresponding  information  for  molar  weight  calculations  is  saved  in  “CalculMW.cfg”  of  the  directory
“_ConfigFile”.
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V.C- Formula reference  

This list is not exhaustive.

Curie constant

C=0.125049×g2 .(S (S+1))

with:

C :Curie constant / cm3 K mol-1

g 1=g : Landé factor

s1=S : spin

g from Curie constant

g=√ C
0.125049×S (S+1)

with:

g : Landé factor

c1=C :Curie constant / cm3 K mol-1

s1=S : spin

S from Curie constant

S=√1+ 4C
0,125049×g2 −1

2

with:

S :spin

c1=C :Curie constant / cm3 K mol-1

g 1=g : Landé factor

N A .μ B
2

3 k B

≈0.125049 cm3 K mol−1
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VI- MagFitter

VI.A- Principle of the application  

MagFitter is an application to fit a single curve with advanced non linear curve fitting technics[2].

VI.B- Getting started  

In the menu bar, at the top of the window, you can find:
- The “...” button to open the treated data file (from MagViewer with the default export configuration).
- The “Configuration” button to manage the fit configurations.
- The “X” button to close the application.

In the main part of the window, you can find from top left to bottom right:

- “  X column” and “Y column” selector  

You can select the series to plot from the “X column” and “Y column” lists. 
Data point values in the “Data points” table, will be updated.
To disable some data points, unselect the corresponding lines in the table and click on the “Set” button.

- The plot and fit section

You can set the fit configuration:
Set the tolerance. Activate the “Weighted” checkbox to use wheighted values with values.
Modify the formula and the parameters if needed.

The formula syntax is based on the LabView formula node syntax[1].
Use “Load formula from file” button to set the formula from a previous fit file.

Set initial values with the “Init.” table.
Use “Load from result” button to set initial values from the result table.
Use “Load from file” button to set initial values from a previous fit result file.

Fix initial values with the “Fix.” checkboxes.

Click on “Plot and fit” button to calculate the fit and plot the result. 

Fit results are displayed in the table just below the “Init.” table. 
Standard deviations and r-squared values are indicated[2]. 
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You can manage plots to display with “Raw plot” (open circle) and “Fit plot” (line) checkboxes.

The “Print plot” button copy the image of the plot. You can paste it directly in a “.doc” file for example. 

The “Export series”  button will  save the data of  the current plot in a “.txt”  file with the  default export
configuration (see the export section of the III.B.1- Main window chapter for more details).

You can set manually the path and the filename of the exported file. 
Files can’t be overwritten.

VI.C- Configuration

The configuration window lists all the formulae in a table.
You can add / delete formulae and rearrange them with the “Up” and “Down” buttons.
Double click on a line of a table, to load the corresponding values in the form.

The corresponding information is saved in “Fit.cfg” of the directory “_ConfigFile”.
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VI.D- Formula reference  

This list is not exhaustive.

DC_KhiT=f(T)_Curie

χ T =0.125049×g2 .(S (S +1))

with: χ T / cm3 K mol-1

g=g 1 : Landé factor

S=s1 : spin
N A . μ B

2

3k B

≈0.125049cm3 K mol−1

DC_KhiT=f(T)_CurieWeiss

χ T = C . T
T −θ

with: χ T / cm3 K mol-1

C=c1:Curie constant / cm3 K mol-1

θ=w 1:Weiss temperature / K

T / K

DC_1/Khi=f(T)_CurieWeiss

χ−1=T−θ
C

with: χ−1 / cm-3 mol

C=c1:Curie constant / cm3 K mol-1

θ=w 1:Weiss temperature / K

T / K

DC_KhiT=f(T)_SCO_Khi

χ T =p .( χ LS T +
χ HS T −χ LS T

1+exp[
ΔH

R
.( 1

T
− 1

T 1/2

)]
)+(1−p)( χ HS T )

with: χ T / cm3 K mol-1

χ LS T =k 1 : χ T value at low spin state / cm3 Oe K mol-1

χ HS T=k 2 : χ T value at high spin state / cm3 Oe K mol-1

T 1/2=t 1: characteristic temperature / K

ΔH=e1 :enthalpy variation / K

p= p1 : proportionof transited compound

T / K

R=8,31446 J . K−1. mol−1
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DC_KhiT=f(T)_SCO_s

χ T =p .( χ LS T +
χ HS T −χ LS T

1+exp[
ΔH

R
.( 1

T
− 1

T 1/2

)]
)+(1−p)( χ HS T )

χ LS T =0.125049×g 2.(S LS (S LS+1))

χ HS T=0.125049×g2 .(S HS(S HS +1))

with: χ T / cm3 K mol-1

S LS=s1 : spin at low spin state

S HS=s 2 : spin at high spin state

g=g 1 : Landé factor
T 1/2=t 1: characteristic temperature / K

ΔH=e1 :enthalpy variation / K

p= p1 : proportionof transited compound

T / K

R=8,31446 J . K−1. mol−1

N A . μ B
2

3k B

≈0.125049cm3 K mol−1

DC_MuB=f(H/T)_Brillouin

M (μ B)=g . [( 2S+1
2

)coth ( 2 S+1
2

.
μ B

k B

. g .( H /T ))−( 1
2
)coth ( 1

2
.
μ B

k B

. g .[H /T ])]

with: M (µB) / µB

g=g 1 : Landé factor

S=s1 : spin

H / Oe

T / K
μB

k B

≈6.71714 .10−5 K . G−1

μ B N A≈5584.94 erg .G−1 .mol−1
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VII- MagFitterCC

VII.A- Principle of the application  

MagFitterCC aims  to extract  with  curve  fitting  technics[2] the  relaxation  time  values  from  AC  magnetic
measurements.

1- Raw data has to be treated with MagViewer with the default export configuration. Two exported files are
necessary: the in phase χ' and the out of phase χ'' frequency dependencies with the same series of data.

2- Some data points of a series can be disabled.

3- Series can be plotted and fitted with a generalized Debye model with 1 or 2 relaxation modes.
Fits are based on the average of fits on χ' and χ'' frequency dependencies.

4- According to the series, evolution of fit results can be previewed in a plot.

5- Fit data points and fit results can be exported in standard ASCII file.

Conventions used for variables are described in the VII.D - Data treatment chapter.

VII.B- Getting started  

In the menu bar, at the top of the window, you can find:
- The “...” button to open consecutively χ' and χ'' files.
- The “X” button to close the application.
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In the main part of the window, you can find from top left to bottom right:

- The list of “Z series”

Activate “Z=H(Tesla)” to convert Z values from Oe to Tesla for DC magnetic field values. If the series has
been saved with the ‘XXX Oe’ format, the software automatically activates this option.

You can select several series from this list for plotting and fitting (use “Shift” or “Ctrl” key if needed). 
It is recommended to fit curves one by one.

To display data point values in the “Data points” table, double-click on a series.
To disable some data points, unselect the corresponding lines in the “Data points” table and click on “Set”
button.

- The plot and fit section

You can set the fit configuration with 1 or 2 relaxation modes.
You can modify the fit parameters:

Select the plots to fit with “Fit khi'” and “Fit khi''” checkboxes.
Set the “Tolerance”. Use weighted values with values with the “Weighted” checkbox.
Set the initial values with the “Init.” table. Fix the initial values with the “Fix.” checkboxes.

Click on “Plot and fit” button to calculate the fit and to plot the selected series. 

You can manage plots to display with “Raw plot'”, “Single fit plot''” and “Average fit plot” checkboxes.
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(Temporary) fit results are displayed in the table just below the “Init.” table.

You can use the “Values from” list, to switch between “Average”, “Khi'” and “Khi''” fit results.

Use the “Load from fit result” button to set initial values from the selection of the fit result table.
Use the “Load from result” button to set initial values from the selection of the result table.
Use the “Load table from file” button to load fit parameters from a previous fit result file.

Use the “Add” button to add to the results table on the right, values from the selected series. 
“Up”, “Down”, “Clear”, and “Del” buttons allow the rearrangement of the final table.

- The final fit results plot (evolution of fit results)

The plot is automatically updated from the selection of the result table.

The “Z:” and the “Y:” lists select the result to display: 
You can select all variables from the fit, and some calculated values as τ , τ-1  and -ln(τ) (see  the VII.D -
Data treatment chapter).

The “Print plot” button copy the image of the plot. You can paste it directly in a “.doc” file for example. 

The “Export fit result” button export in 5 ASCII files: fit results, _CC raw data, _fitCC, _fitKhi’ and _fitKhi’’
fits data). You can set manually the basename of the exported file. 
Files can’t be overwritten.

VII.C- Recommended strategy  

Do not try to plot and fit too many series, to avoid big time of calculations.

Start with a fully described relaxation mode, with default fit parameters..
Set the initials values of the fit as close as possible to real values.

v1, k1 and k0 values can be graphically deduced from plots.

Fix fit variables to make raw data, single fit and average fit converge to a single curve.

VII.D- Data treatment  

v1, v2 ν0 / Hz Characteristic frequency

k1, k2 Δχ = χ0 - χ∞ / cm3 mol-1 

k0 χ∞ / cm3 mol-1 Adiabatic limit of susceptibility

a1 α Width of the distribution in relaxation times

k+k0_1 , k+k0_2 χ0 / cm3 mol-1 Isothermal limit of the susceptibility

Tau_1, Tau_2 τ / s Relaxation time

Tau-1_1, Tau-1_2 τ-1 / s-1

-lnTau_1, -lnTau_2 -ln (τ)

E-_Tau_1 , E+_Tau_1... Uncertainty estimates for relaxation times[4]
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M' and M'' are defined as in phase and out of phase magnetization in response to an oscillating field excitation
H (t)=H AC cos (2πν . t) :

M (t)=M ' cos(2πν . t)+M ' ' sin(2πν . t)
with t the time and ν the frequency

χ ' = M '
H AC  

χ ' '= M ' '
H AC

For a single mode, generalized Debye function describes the frequency dependency of both χ' and χ'', taking
into account a distribution of relaxation times:

- ν0 : characteristic frequency (at the maximum of χ'') directly related to the relaxation time

ν 0=
1

2πτ
- α : width of the distribution in relaxation times
- χ∞ : adiabatic limit of susceptibility (χ' when ν tends to infinity)
- χ0 = Δχ + χ∞  : isothermal limit of susceptibility (χ' when ν tends to 0)

χ ' (ν )=χ ∞+Δ χ .
1+( ν

ν 0
)

1−α
. sin(α π

2
)

1+2( ν
ν 0

)
1−α

. sin(α π
2

)+( ν
ν 0

)
2−2α χ ' ' (ν )=Δ χ .

( ν
ν 0

)
1−α

. cos( α π
2

)

1+2( ν
ν 0

)
1−α

.sin (α π
2

)+( ν
ν 0

)
2−2α

And for the Cole-Cole plot:

χ ' ' ( χ ')=√(
Δ χ . tan (α π

2
)

2
)

2

+Δ χ ( χ '−χ ∞)−(χ ' −χ ∞)
2−(Δ χ

2
. tan(α π

2
))

“1Relax ( v1,k1,k0,a1 )“ fit configuration

For two relaxation modes, can be described with the sum of two generalized Debye model. In that case, we
will consider ν2 > ν1 and we will use:

- a unique adiabatic limit χ∞ and 2 isothermal limits χ1 and χ2 
χ 1=Δ χ 1+Δ χ 2+χ ∞ and χ 2=Δ χ 2+χ ∞

- an average width of the distribution in relaxation times
α average=α 1=α 2

“2Relax ( v1,v2,k1,k2,k0,a1 )“ fit configuration

The corresponding formula information is saved in “FitCC.cfg” of the directory “_ConfigFile”.
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VIII- MagFitterTau

VIII.A- Principle of the application  

MagFitterTau aims to extract with curve fitting technics[2] the relaxation processes from the relaxation time
values (AC magnetic measurements).  Raman, Quantum Tunelling of the Magnetization (QTM), Direct and
Orbach  relaxation processes can be taken into account.  This means a complex curve fitting with up to 8
parameters. Hopefully these processes have different evolution in temperature and field, that help to converge
to a coherent combination of  processes.  All  reported studies should be based on at  least  a temperature
dependence and a field dependence. MagFitterTau has been programmed with this mind, allowing to fit and
plot result on a dual display for two dependencies.

1- Relaxation times values has to be treated with MagFitterCC. Only one file is necessary : a dependence
in temperature or in field, but having both is recommended.

2- Some data points of a dependence can be disabled.

3- Dependencies can be fitted with a preset configuration (combination of Raman, QTM, Direct and Orbach
processes).

4- Results are displayed on a dual display (typically a temperature and a field dependencies).

5- Fit data points and fit results can be exported in standard ASCII file.

Conventions used for variables are described in the VIII.D - Data treatment chapter.

VIII.B- Getting started  

In the menu bar, at the top of the window, you can find the “X” button to close the application.
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In the main part of the window, you can find from top left to bottom right:

-   Dependence A – Dependence B sections  

Use the “...” button to open a file (MagFitterCC resut file).
Use the “Y col.” list to select the τ values 

(you can choose “Tau_1” or “Tau_2” if you used the 2 relaxation model in MagFitterCC).

For field dependence, activate the checkbox (“t1(K)=”) and set the temperature value in Kelvin.
For temperature dependence, deactivate the checkbox (“h1(T)=”) and set the field value in Tesla.

To disable some data points, unselect the corresponding lines in the “Data” table and click on “Set” button.

- The plot and fit section

You can set the dependence parameters:
- set the dependence to fit (“A” / “B”)
- set the Y format used to fit (“Tau” / “-ln Tau”)
- set the Z format used to fit (“Z” / “1/Z”)

You can set the relaxation processes:
- activate / deactivate “Raman”, “QTM”, “Direct”, and “Orbach” processes.
- set the ion type (“Kramer ion” or non-Kramer ion).

The formula is automatically updated from these choices. You can modify it for special needs.
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You can set the “Tolerance” and use weighted values with values with “Weighted” checkbox.

Set initial values with the “Init.” table. Fix initial values with the “Fix.” checkboxes.
Use “Load from file” button to set initial values from a previously exported fit result file.
Use “Load from result” button to set initial values from the result table.

Click on “Plot and fit” button to calculate the fit and to plot the selected series. 

Fit results are displayed in the table just below the “Init.” table. 
Standard deviations and r-squared values are indicated[2]. 

Raw τ data (open circles), their uncertainty estimates[4] (dotted lines) and fit data (line) are plot below. 

-   Plot A – Plot B sections  

The plots A and B are automatically updated  with the “Plot and Fit” button, to offer an additional dual
display. Independently, you can set the dependence parameters:

- set the dependence to fit (“A” / “B”)
- set the Y format used to fit (“Tau” / “-ln Tau”)
- set the Z format used to fit (“Z” / “1/Z”)

The “Print plot” button copy the image of the plot. You can paste it directly in a “.doc” file for example. 

The “Export plot” button export in a ASCII file the raw τ data, their uncertainty estimates[4] and fit data.

VIII.C- Recommended strategy  

It is not possible to obtain coherent fit values taking account all the processes (up to 8 parameters) without any
strategy because of overparametrization. It is necessary to first isolate some clear dominant behavior:

From   τ = f(H)  
- At low field, QTM or/and Raman processes are dominant, inducing an increase of τ.
- At high field, the Direct process is dominant, inducing a decrease of τ.

From   τ = f(T  -1  )  
- At low temperature (high T-1), the QTM process is dominant,

inducing a plateau (τ is temperature independent).
- At high temperature (low T-1), the Orbach process is dominant,

inducing a straight line for the plot “log (τ) = f(T-1)”.

For a complex combination of relaxation processes, the recommended strategy is:

1-  QTM process
- From τ = f(T-1) with a clear plateau at low temperature (high T-1), you can estimate the q1 parameter.

Note that in presence of field and in case of an additional significant Direct process, 
q1 can be underestimate.

- Then from τ = f(H) at low field, you can estimate the q2 parameter and adjust the q1 parameter.

2- Raman process
- From τ = f(H) at low field, you can fix the r4 parameter and estimate the r1, r2 and r3  parameters. 
- From τ = f(T-1), you can adjust these parameters.

3- Direct process
- From τ = f(H) at high field, you can estimate the d1 parameter.
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4-  Orbach process
- From τ = f(T-1) at high temperature (high T-1), you can estimate the o1 and o2 parameters.

During this strategy, you will need to activate and deactivate some relaxation processes, fix and free some
parameters. 
It is interesting to use MagFitterTau as a simulator (fixing fitting parameters): gently modify one parameters to
see how change the results. 

VIII.D- Data treatment  

v1, v2 ν0 / Hz Characteristic frequency

k1, k2 Δχ = χ0 - χ∞ / cm3 mol-1 

k0 χ∞ / cm3 mol-1 Adiabatic limit of susceptibility

a1 α Width of the distribution in relaxation times

k+k0_1 , k+k0_2 χ0 / cm3 mol-1 Isothermal limit of the susceptibility

Tau_1, Tau_2 τ / s Relaxation time

Tau-1_1, Tau-1_2 τ-1 / s-1

-lnTau_1, -lnTau_2 -ln (τ)
E-_Tau_1 , E+_Tau_1... Uncertainty estimates for relaxation times[4]

The  relaxation  time  can  be described  as  a  combinaison  of  Raman,  QTM,  Direct  and  Orbach
processes: 

τ−1=τ Raman
−1 +τ QTM

−1 +τ Direct
−1 +τ Orbach

−1

τ Raman
−1 =C

1+C 1 H 2

1+C 2 H 2 T n

τ QTM
−1 =

B1

1+ B2 H 2

τ Direct
−1 =A T H 4 for Kramer ions (or τ Direct

−1 =A T H 2 for non-Kramer ions)

τ Orbach
−1 =τ 0

−1 exp( −Δ
k BT

)

with: r1 C / K-ns-1

r2 C1 / T-2

r3 C2 / T-2

r4 n dimensionless
q1 B1 / s-1

q2 B2 / T-2

d1 A / T-4K-1s-1 (or / T-2K-1s-1 for non-Kramer ions)
o1 τ0 / s
o2 Δ / kB / K

The corresponding formula information is saved in “FitTau.cfg” of the directory “_ConfigFile”.
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IX-  CGS and SI units

Because MagSuite is dedicated to molecular magnetism, all units are based on the CGS units as defined
below:

with CGS units with SI units C*
B=H +4 πM v B=μ0(H +M v )

B  magnetic flux density (induction) G T (N A-1m-1) 10-4 

µ0   permeability of free space 1 (dimensionless)  H m-1 (N A-2) 4π 10-7 

H (applied) magnetic field Oe A m-1 1/4π 103

Mv volumic magnetic moment emu cm-3 (Oe) A m-1 103 

M v=
M
V

, χ v=
M v

H

M magnetization (moment =MMeasured) emu (cm3 Oe)  A m2 10-3 

V volume cm3 m3 10-6

χv volume magnetic susceptibility dimensionless dimensionless 4π

M mol=
M
n

, χ mol=
M mol

H

Mmol molar magnetization emu mol-1 (cm3 Oe mol-1) A m2 mol-1 10-3 

n number of moles mol mol 1

χmol molar magnetic susceptibility cm3 mol-1 m3 mol-1 4π 10-6 

M mass=
M
m

, χ mass=
M mass

H

Mmass mass magnetization emu g-1 (cm3 Oe g-1) A m2 kg-1 1

m mass g kg 10-3

χmass mass magnetic susceptibility cm3 g-1 m3 kg-1 4π 10-3 

μ= B
H

μ=1+4 π χ v μ r=
μ
μ0

=1+ χ v
μ r ( SI)=μ (CGS )

µr relative magnetic permeability not defined dimensionless not relevant

µ magnetic permeability dimensionless H m-1 (N A-2)  4π 10-7

μ eff =√ 3k B

N A µ0(µB)
2 .χmol T

μ eff ≈2.82787√χmolT μ eff ≈797.727 √χmol T

µeff effective magnetic moment dimensionless H m-1 (N A-2)  4π 10-7

NA Avogadro constant 6.02214129 1023 mol-1 1

µB Bohr magneton 9.27400949 10-21 erg G-1 9.27400949 10-24 J T-1 10-3

kB Boltzmann constant 1.3806488 10-16 erg K-1 1.3806488 10-23 J K-1 10-7

*conversion factor XSI = C.XCGS

emu has to be considered as an equivalent of cm3 Oe
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X- References

Plot manipulation with   NI   Labview     

The “X=” and “Y=” indicators show values of the cursor.
The “LogX”, “Log(Z)” and “LogY” checkboxes enable/disable the log scales.

Most of the plot sections provide a toolbar that is specific to NI LabView:

(1) is to activate the cursor mode. Once activated, you can manipulate the cursor.
(2) is to activate the zoom mode. On clicking, the zoom submenu is opened, where you can select the
zoom in box function (a) and the auto zoom function (b).

Right  clicking  on  an  axis,  the  axis  submenu is  opened,  where  you  can  enable/disable  the  autoscale
function.

You can set the minimum / maximum values of an axis by clicking on the value, typing the new value and
validating with the “Enter” key. 

You can refer to: https://zone.ni.com

[1]   NI   LabView   formula node syntax.  

All the parameters has to be “aN” 
with “a” = a,b….z

 “N” = 0,1….9

x 10n is written  “xEn” 

The basic operators are: “+”, “-”, “*”, “/”, “^”.

The basic functions are:
“pow(x,y)“
“sqrt(x)” 
“exp(x)” “ln(x)” “log(x)” 
“abs(x)”
“cos(x)” “sin(x)” “tan(x)”
“cosh(x)” “sinh(x)“ “tanh(x)” 
“acos(x)”  “asin(x)” “atan(x)” 
“acosh(x)” “asinh(x)” “atanh(x)” 

You can refer to: https://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371361R-01/lvhowto/formula_node_syntax/
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[2]   NI   Lab  view   non linear curve fitting  

The NI Labview non linear curve fitting used is based on a Levenberg-Marquardt algotrithm.

This sophisticated algorithm can be powerfull but has some limitations:  
- this algorithm is not well adapted to linear curve fitting.
- this algorithm needs “good” initial values.
It is recommended to fit several times with the new estimated values for an accurate result.

The r-squared and the standard deviation values are calculated as recommended by NI Labview. 
You should use these values with care, particularly the standard deviation that is not well adapted for all non
linear cure fitting.

You can refer to: https://zone.ni.com

[3] Phi software N. F. Chilton

“PHI: A powerful new program for the analysis of anisotropic monomeric and exchange-coupled polynuclear d-
and f-block complexes”,  N. F. Chilton, R. P. Anderson, L. D. Turner, A. Soncini and K. S. Murray,  J. Comput.
Chem., 34, 1164-1175 (2013) - https://doi.org/10.1002/jcc.23234

You can refer to: https://www.nfchilton.com/phi.html

[4] Uncertainty estimates for relaxation times 

The method used to estimate the uncertainties for relaxation times is the log normal method explained in
this source:

“Uncertainty estimates for magnetic relaxation times and magnetic relaxation parameters”, D.Reta, N. F. Chilton,
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 21, 23567 (2019) - https://doi.org/10.1039/c9cp04301b 

Others references

“Molecular magnetism”, O. Kahn, VCH Publishers (1993) - ISBN 3-527-89566-3 

“Molecular Nanomagnets”, D. Gatteschi, R. Sessoli, J. Villain, Oxford Univ. Press (2006) – ISBN 978-0-19-856753-0 
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